Town of Islip Storm/Hurricane Evacuation Priorities - Bay Shore
Categories 1 through 4

Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Town of Islip Storm/Hurricane Evacuation Priorities - North Great River

Categories 1 through 4

Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Town of Islip Storm/Hurricane Evacuation Priorities - Oakdale Categories 1 through 4

Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.
Town of Islip Storm/Hurricane Evacuation Priorities - West Sayville Categories 1 through 4

Note: All of Fire Island is to be evacuated regardless of Storm or Hurricane category.